Real time flood forecasting in the Upper Danube basin
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Abstract: This paper reports on experience with developing the flood forecasting model for the Upper Danube basin and its operational use since 2006. The model system consists of hydrological and hydrodynamic components, and involves precipitation forecasts. The model parameters were estimated based on the dominant processes concept. Runoff data are assimilated in real time to update modelled soil moisture. An analysis of the model performance indicates 88% of the forecast uncertainty. During the 2013 flood, there was a tendency for the precipitation forecasts to underestimate event precipitation and for the runoff model to overestimate runoff generation which resulted in, overall, rather accurate runoff forecasts. It is suggested that the human forecaster plays an essential role in interpreting the model results and, if needed, adjusting them before issuing the forecasts to the general public.
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INTRODUCTION

The EU Flood Risk Directive (EU, 2007, p. 31) stipulates that “Flood risk management plans shall address all aspects of flood risk management focusing on prevention, protection, preparedness, including flood forecasts and early warning systems and taking into account the characteristics of the particular river basin or sub-basin.” Local protection of buildings and early evacuation may be highly effective in complementing other flood management measures such as flood retention and raising the flood risk awareness of local citizens. For all of these measures reliable hydrological forecasts are needed.

In the Upper Danube basin several flood forecasting models are in operational use, e.g., in Bavaria (Laurent et al., 2010; Vogelbacher, 2011), in Salzburg (Wiesenegger, 2006), Tyrol (Kimbauer and Schönlaub, 2006; Schönlaub et al., 2010) and in Upper and Lower Austria (e.g., Blöschl et al., 2008, 2014). Further downstream the Danube, models are in use in Slovakia (Hlavcova et al., 2006), Hungary (Balint et al., 2006; Csik et al., 2007) and Romania (Matreata et al., 2013). The models are operated by the hydrological offices or dedicated forecasting services in each country or state, depending on the responsibilities assigned by the respective constitutions.

Floods in the Upper Danube basin in Austria are produced by a spectrum of different processes, including rain-on-snow and frontal precipitation. In order to account for these processes accurately when predicting large floods, a process based perspective is required. The forecasts are required over lead times of 48 hours with minimum biases including estimates of the forecast reliability. Specific data assimilation schemes are needed to meet these requirements.

The aim of this paper is to report on experiences made with developing the flood forecasting model for the Upper Danube basin and its operational use since 2006. The model system consists of hydrological and hydrodynamic components, and involves precipitation forecasts. The model parameters were estimated based on the dominant processes concept. Runoff data are assimilated in real time to update modelled soil moisture. An analysis of the model performance indicates 88% of the forecast uncertainty. During the 2013 flood, there was a tendency for the precipitation forecasts to underestimate event precipitation and for the runoff model to overestimate runoff generation which resulted in, overall, rather accurate runoff forecasts. It is suggested that the human forecaster plays an essential role in interpreting the model results and, if needed, adjusting them before issuing the forecasts to the general public.

The paper is organised as follows. The Study region and data section gives details on the study area and the data used for calibrating and validating the model and data used for real time forecasting. The Hydrologic model section gives a short description of the hydrological model implemented in the model. In the Dominant processes concept section, the concept used for the calibration of the models is presented. The Forecasting and data assimilation section describes the way the model is used for operational forecasting and gives a brief overview of the data assimilation techniques implemented. The Model performance section gives a summary of (a) the model performance in a simulation mode, (b) of the snow routine of the model and (c) of the ensemble forecasts, followed by The value of ensemble forecasts section. The performance of the forecasts during the flood in June 2013 in the Upper Danube basin is presented in the next section. The final section discusses the results and concludes with remarks on conceptualising flood forecasting models.

Study region and data

The region which is covered by the real time runoff forecasting system covers large parts of Austria and some parts of Bavaria (Figure 1). Alpine regions with elevations of up to 3800 m a.s.l. are in the West of the region, prealpine areas and lowlands with elevations between 200 and 800 m a.s.l. can be found in the North and East. The region is hydrologically quite diverse with mean annual precipitation ranging from 600 mm/yr in the East to almost 2000 mm/yr in the West. As a consequence, annual runoff depths are higher in the Alpine catchments in the West (almost 1600 mm/yr) compared to the lowlands in the East (around 100 mm/yr). The catchment area of the Upper Danube Basin at the gauge Wildungsmauer (at the Eastern end of the Danube reach in Austria, see Figure 1) is about 104000 km². Due to the large size of the Upper Danube basin the model domain was subdivided into catchments rather than pixels. There are 57 gauged catchments within the domain with sizes ranging from 70 km² to 25600 km² (median size around 400 km²). The catchments were further divided into elevation zones of 500 meters to better account for snow...
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Fig. 1. Topography of the model domain in Austria and Southern Germany. The stream gauges for which flood forecasts are calculated are indicated by triangles, weather radar stations are indicated by red points. The catchment highlighted in red is Siezenheim/Saalach. Gauges Linz and Wildungsmauer are indicated by red circles. Redrawn after Nester et al. (2011).

The model uses hourly values of precipitation, air temperature and potential evapotranspiration as inputs. For calibration, data from the years 2002 to 2009 were used. The first year was used as a warm-up period for the model, 2003–2006 was the calibration period and 2007–2009 was the validation period. Meteorological input data were provided by the Central Institute for Meteorology and Geodynamics (ZAMG) in Vienna. Rain gauge data were spatially interpolated on a 1 km grid and combined with radar data as a weighted mean for each time step (Haiden and Pistotnik, 2009; Haiden et al., 2011). The approach combines the accuracy of point measurements and the spatial structure of the radar field. However, two possible error sources need to be considered: (1) the rain gauge deficit of about 5% in summer and 10–20% in winter and (2) the interpolation errors which depend on the precipitation type (Viglione et al., 2010a, 2010b). The spatial distribution of potential evapotranspiration is estimated by a modified Blaney-Criddle equation (DVWK, 1996), which gives plausible results in Austria (Parajka et al., 2003). The gridded weather data fields were superimposed on the subcatchment boundaries to estimate hourly catchment average values. For air temperature and potential evapotranspiration, elevation was additionally accounted for by dividing all catchments into 500 m elevation zones.

To calibrate and verify the hydrological model, hourly discharge data from 57 stream gauges provided by the Hydrographical Service in Austria were used. The data were checked for errors (e.g., single hours with implausible high runoff values; sudden rises or drops in the runoff hydrograph) and in cases where a plausible correction could be made they were corrected. Otherwise they were marked as missing data.

Hydrologic model

The rainfall-runoff model used for real time flood forecasting in the Upper Danube basin is a typical conceptual hydrologic model (Blöschl et al., 2008; Komma et al., 2008). The structure of the model is similar to that of the HBV model (Bergström, 1976) but several adaptations (e.g., additional ground water storage, bypass flow) were made to account for the particular characteristics of the model domain (Blöschl et al., 2008; Komma et al., 2008). The model includes a snow routine, a soil moisture routine and a flow routing routine based on a linear storage cascade in the state space notation of Szolgay (2004). The temporal scale of the model is 1 hour, the spatial scale of the model are catchments divided into elevation zones. Figure 2 shows the model scheme used in each elevation zone in all catchments.

In the snow routine, snow accumulation and melt are represented by a simple degree-day concept, involving the degree-day factor $D$ (mm °C$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$) and melt temperature $T_m$ (°C). A snow correction factor, $C_S$ (–) is used to correct the catch deficit of the precipitation gauges. If the air temperature $T_a$ (°C) is above a threshold temperature $T_r$ (°C), precipitation is considered to fall as rain; if $T_a$ (°C) is below a threshold temperature $T_s$ (°C), precipitation is considered to be snow and as a mix if $T_a$ (°C) is between $T_r$ (°C) and $T_s$ (°C).

Runoff generation and changes in soil moisture storage are represented in the soil moisture routine with three parameters: the maximum soil moisture storage $L_S$ (mm), a parameter representing the soil moisture state above which evaporation is at its potential rate, termed the limit for potential evaporation $L_P$ (mm), and a parameter in the nonlinear function relating runoff generation to the soil moisture state, termed the nonlinearity parameter $\beta$ (–). Runoff routing in the elevation zones is
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Fig. 2. Model scheme. Taken from Nester et al. (2011).

represented by three reservoirs: the upper and lower zones and a groundwater reservoir. Excess rainfall enters the upper zone reservoir and leaves this reservoir through three paths: outflow from the reservoir based on a fast storage coefficient $k_1(h)$; percolation to the lower zone with a constant percolation rate $c_p$ (mm/day); and if a threshold of the storage state $L_1$ (mm) is exceeded, through an additional outlet controlled by a very fast storage coefficient $k_0(h)$. Water leaves the lower zone based on a slow storage coefficient $k_2(h)$. $k_3(h)$ controls the outflow from the groundwater storage. Additionally, a bypass flow $Q_{by}(mm)$ is introduced to account for precipitation that bypasses the soil matrix and directly contributes to the storage in the lower soil levels (Blöschl et al., 2008). Outflow from all reservoirs is then routed by a transfer function which consists of a linear storage cascade with the parameters $N$ (–; number of reservoirs) and $K$ (h; time parameter of each reservoir).

**Dominant processes concept**

While large-scale meteorological models and satellites provide important inputs, in particular on future precipitation, capturing the local hydrological situation is essential for accurately modelling floods (Blöschl, 2008). Grayson and Blöschl (2000) referred to the notion of tailoring models to the local hydrological situation as the dominant processes concept (DPC) and noted: "Maybe instead of trying to capture everything when upscaling we should be developing methods to identify dominant processes that control hydrological response in different environments and scales, and then develop models to focus on these dominant processes" [p.366]. The idea can be straightforwardly applied at the hill slope scale and in small catchments. For example, Scherrer and Naef (2003) identified Hortonian overland flow, saturation excess flow, lateral subsurface flow and vertical subsurface flow on a 60 m² hillslope. Blöschl et al. (2015) identified infiltration excess overland flow, re-infiltration of overland flow, saturation excess runoff from wetlands, tile drainage flow, shallow aquifer seepage flow and groundwater discharge from springs in the 66 ha Hydrological Open Air Laboratory (HOAL) in Lower Austria, and Rogger et al. (2012) classified runoff generation mechanisms by the hydrogeological characteristics through extensive field explorations in a 73 km² catchment. In addition
to the catchment properties, climatological and meteorological properties will also affect the dominant processes (e.g., Gutknecht, 1993, 1994; Merz and Blöschl, 2003; Sui and Koehler, 2001).

For larger catchments, application of the DPC is less straightforward. Reszler et al. (2008) adapted the DPC to larger catchment scales. They calibrated their pixel based hydrological forecasting system for the Kamp River (a 622 km² catchment in Lower Austria) according to the dominant land use of the pixel. Reszler et al. (2008) used three different hydrological situations to verify their model parameters: (1) snow-induced floods, (2) convective events and (3) synoptic events.

As an example, Figure 3 shows surface runoff on a steep forested hillslope in the Kamp catchment after a synoptic event in 2005. Figure 4 shows the model results for two synoptic events in the Kamp catchment. Panel (a) shows precipitation and cumulative precipitation for two weeks in August 2005; panel (b) shows the corresponding simulated mean relative soil moisture; panel (c) shows the simulated mean storage depths of the soil reservoirs; and panel (d) shows the simulated and observed runoff at the stream gauge. Prior to the first event, soil moisture was low. The first rainfall increases soil moisture which soon leads to runoff production. After the first event, soil moisture is high and the precipitation on 20 and 21 August caused an even steeper rising limb of the runoff hydrograph.

As the catchment size increases, the parameter estimation needs to rely more on the runoff data and less on the field observations, as field surveys become less viable and part of the hydrological variability averages out (Sivapalan, 2003; Skøien and Blöschl, 2006). For the Danube basin, the dominant processes were therefore identified by a stepwise procedure (Blöschl, 2008). First, model parameters were adjusted in order to match the observed annual water balance. This was done by manually setting initial parameters for the snow routine, for

**Fig. 3.** Surface runoff on a steep forested hillslope in the Kamp catchment after a synoptic event in 2005. From Reszler et al. (2008).

**Fig. 4.** Two synoptic events in the Zwettl/Kamp catchment in August 2005. (a) Precipitation and cumulative precipitation; (b) simulated mean relative soil moisture; (c) simulated mean storage depths of the soil reservoirs; (d) simulated and observed runoff at the stream gauge. After Reszler et al. (2008).
the maximum soil moisture storage and for the slow runoff components based on the land use as in the Corine land cover data set (European Environment Agency, 2007). In a second step, the initial model parameters were adjusted to reproduce the observed seasonal patterns of the water balance component. Finally, the fast runoff components and parameters of the linear storage cascade were parameterized by analysing individual flood events on the basis of the slopes of the rising and receding limbs and the event peak of runoff.

Forecasting and data assimilation

The model is used in three different modes: (1) simulation mode for calibrating the model with observed meteorological data as inputs, (2) updating mode with observed meteorological and hydrological data as input and (3) real time forecasting mode.

During the calibration of the hydrologic model we ran simulations with quality checked data with no gaps in the data set for time periods of one year or longer and evaluated the model performance (for details, see, e.g., Nester et al., 2011).

In the real time mode, current system states such as water levels, snow cover and soil moisture contain information on the immediate future. In the updating mode, the model states are updating in order to increase the accuracy of the forecasts as new telemetered runoff data become available. Two real-time updating procedures are implemented in the model. The first is an Ensemble Kalman filter which assimilates runoff data to update catchment soil moisture (Komma et al., 2008). Uncertainties in the runoff measurements are interpreted as observation errors. The measurement error standard deviation was set to 5% of the measured runoff. Uncertainties in the rainfall inputs and evaporation (and their effect on soil moisture) are interpreted as model errors. The second procedure is an additive error model that exploits the autocorrelation of the forecast error and involves an exponential decay of the correction function (Komma et al., 2007).

For operational forecasting, the model uses hourly forecasts of precipitation (deterministic and Ensemble forecasts) and air temperature as inputs. At each forecasting time, the system states saved at the previous forecasting time are used as initial conditions. Deterministic forecasts of precipitation and temperature are generated over a lead time of 48 hours and consist of two components: the first component, termed nowcasts, is based on an extrapolation of the interpolated precipitation field using motion vectors (Steinheimer and Haiden, 2007). The second component is a weighted mean of the forecasts of the ALADIN and ECMWF numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. The two components are, again, combined as a weighted mean. To allow for a smooth transition between nowcasts and NWP results, the weights are varied as a function of lead time from full weight given to the nowcasts during the first 2 hours, full weight to the NWP forecasts after 6 hours, and a linear transition in between.

Ensemble forecasts have been used for quantifying and communicating the uncertainties of forecasts (see e.g., Demeritt et al., 2007; Hlavcova et al., 2006) using the spread of the ensemble members as a measure of forecast uncertainty (Buizza, 2003). To account for small scale spatial uncertainty, the ALADIN forecasts are spatially shifted in both West-East and North-South directions to produce 25 pseudo-ensembles. These pseudo-ensembles are randomly combined with 50 ensemble forecasts from the ECMWF model to generate Ensemble forecasts of precipitation. All ensemble members are identical up to a lead time of 2 hours (Komma et al., 2007) as no uncertainty is assigned to the nowcasts.

An important issue for the real time mode is the robustness and computational efficiency of the model. The model was set up in a way that it can be run even if part of the input data is missing. The model is also able to handle data errors and data transmission failures through dedicated filtering routines.

The flood forecasting system is operated by the state governments of Lower Austria and Upper Austria and has been in operational use for the Danube since 2006. The runoff forecasts of the hydrological model are routed through the Austrian Danube reach by a 1 dimensional hydrodynamic model (Reichel, 2001). Real time runoff forecasts are made publically available online on the homepages of the state governments of Upper Austria (http://www.land-oberoesterreich.gv.at/was_internethydro.htm) and Lower Austria (http://www.noel.gv.at/Externeseiten/wasserstand/htm/wndcms.htm).

Model performance

The performance of the model was tested in a number of ways, both for calibration and validation periods. The testing involved comparisons with observed runoff at annual, seasonal and event time scales as well as comparison with snow cover from satellite data (Nester et al., 2011, 2012a, 2012b). The model performance was found to mainly depend on the wetness of the catchments and the catchment size. For small catchments (area less than 400 km²) the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) was, on average, 0.62, for medium sized catchments 0.67 and for large catchments (larger 1900 km²) 0.70. All of these performance measures are based on hourly simulations and are comparable with other studies (e.g., Das et al., 2008; Parajka et al., 2007).

Figure 5 gives an illustration of the performance of the snow routine of the model. The temporal evolution of snow covered area (SCA) estimated by the simulations was compared with SCA derived from MODIS satellite data. For 88% of the analysed area snow cover is modelled correctly on more than 80% of the days. Similarly, the timing of both the snow accumulation and depletion periods is simulated well. However, discrepancies between model and MODIS occur at the beginning and end of each snow season, when the snow cover is thin and patchy. The validation suggests that the model tends to somewhat underestimate snow cover in prealpine areas and forested areas while it has almost no bias in alpine catchments and open land.

The performance of the runoff ensemble forecasts for lead times up to 48 hours was analyzed for the period 2006–2009. The contributions of precipitation forecast error and hydrologic simulation error to the total forecast error was quantified and it was also examined whether the spread of the ensemble forecasts during floods captures these errors. The results show that all errors decrease very clearly with catchment area, although the rate of decrease differs with the error component and the lead time. The precipitation forecast errors (right panel in Figure 6) have the strongest decrease with catchment area, and they also decrease with decreasing lead time (from 48 to 12 hours). For lead times longer than the catchment response time, precipitation forecast errors will no longer affect the runoff forecasts. The hydrological simulation errors (centre panel in Figure 6) also decrease with catchment area due to aggregation effects. However, the dependence on the lead time is much weaker. The existing dependence of the errors on the lead time
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is related to the updating of the model (see Komma et al., 2008), while without updating (simulation mode) there is no dependence. The total forecast errors (left panel in Figure 6) are the combined results of the two error components. There is again a strong dependence on catchment area and a moderate dependence on the forecast lead time. Overall, the ensemble forecasts are capable of representing the total forecast error as a function of lead time well.

The value of ensemble forecasts

The value of ensemble forecasts is illustrated in Figure 7. The so called "range hit rates" is defined as the ability of ensemble flood forecasts to capture forecast errors. A range hit is counted when the observed discharge value is within the range of a certain number of discharge ensemble members (Komma et al., 2007). The quantile describes the number of ensemble members used to define the upper and lower range. If all ensemble members are considered, the quantile is 100%; a quantile of 80% means that the highest 10% and the lowest 10% of the ensemble forecast values are not taken into account, i.e., a range hit is counted if the observed runoff is within the range covered by the remaining 80% of the ensemble. A quantile of 0% relates here to the deterministic forecast alone, i.e., a range hit is counted if the observed runoff is identical with the deterministic forecast within the numerical accuracy of 2 digits used here. The range hit rate indicates in how many cases, relative to the total number of forecasts, the observed discharge value lies within the range of the ensemble quantiles.

Figure 7 shows the results of an analysis of 5 large flood events in the Kamp catchment for different forecast lead times. The range hit rate increases with the quantiles for all lead times since wider uncertainty ranges more easily capture the observed runoff. The increase of the range hit rate is even stronger for quantiles larger than 60%. Overall, the range hit rates are much smaller than the quantiles. If the ensemble forecasts captured all
the forecast errors one would expect the range hit rates to lie on the 1:1 line in Figure 7. This is not the case as the ensemble forecasts focus on the dominant source of uncertainty, which is the uncertainty of the forecasted precipitation. Consequently, for short lead times, the range hit rates are always small as the errors of the routing model and the discharge measurements are not included. With increasing lead time, the precipitation forecast error becomes more important and the range hit rates increase. The range hit rates for the lead times of 12 and 48 hours are similar which suggests that the ensemble spread does provide a meaningful indicator of forecast errors over a range of lead times, provided the lead times are 12 h or larger.

The June 2013 flood

In June 2013, the Upper Danube basin was hit by one of the largest floods in the past two centuries. The flood was the first major flood event in the Upper Danube basin since the installation of the real time forecasting model by the Hydrographic Services in Upper and Lower Austria. The event is therefore a very realistic and independent test of for the accuracy of the forecasting system. In fact, the event was significantly larger than all the events in the calibration data set, so the evaluation also gives an indication of the ability of the model to extrapolate to larger events than those it was calibrated to.

Prior to the event, an extremely wet and colder than average month of May caused high soil moisture values in the catchment (BfG, 2013). There was a pronounced north–south gradient with higher soil moisture in the north, and lower soil moisture in the south. At the rain gauge in Lofer in the Salzach catchment, for example, 209 mm of precipitation were recorded in May 2013 (compared to the long-term May mean of 140 mm). Also, ground water levels were high as indicated by numerous piezometers in the region. On 29 May, heavy precipitation started in the Northern part of the Danube catchment in Bavaria while in the South it started on 30 May and lasted until 2 June, 2013, with smaller precipitation intensities on the following two days. The recorded precipitation total in Lofer was 232 mm from 29 May to 4 June.
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**Fig. 8.** Observed precipitation totals of the flood event in the Upper Danube Basin: 29 May 00:00 to 4 June 2013 24:00, based on rain gauge data and interpolated using radar data (Haiden et al., 2011). Red line indicates the Upper Danube catchment boundary above Wildungsmauer. From Blöschl et al. (2013).

**Fig. 9.** Propagation of the June 2013 flood along the stream network of the Upper Danube Basin. Red circles indicate the stream gauges. The scale shown on the bottom right relates to all hydrographs (light blue areas). Modified after Blöschl et al. (2013).

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the meteorological and hydrological forecasts in the catchment Siezenheim for different lead times. Blue lines indicate observations, lines with points indicate forecasts. The panels (a) in the upper left corner show precipitation sums (moving window of 6 hours - in each precipitation panel) and forecasts of precipitation for a lead time of 6 hours, and observed and forecasted runoff, again for a lead time of 6 hours. The graphs show that the forecasts for a lead time of 6 hours match the observed precipitation well in regard to the precipitation total, but there is a time lag of about 3 hours. Consequently, the runoff forecasts lag behind about 3 hours. They overestimate the maximum observed runoff which is partly related to the parameters of the hydrological model and partly to a slight overestimation in the initial soil moisture. Given that there was no event of this magnitude in the calibration data set, the shape of the flood wave and the magnitude must be considered very good forecasts. Another issue that may have contributed to the overestimation was the breakdown of the data transmission from the stream gauges, so no data assimilation could be performed.

The panels (b) in the upper right corner show the results for a lead time of 12 hours. The timing error is slightly larger than for a 6 hour lead time and the magnitude of precipitation is significantly underestimated. One of the main reasons was the stationarity of the synoptic system which was not fully captured by the forecasts. As a result, the hydrological forecasts with a
Fig. 10. Evolution of meteorological and hydrological forecasts during the June 2013 flood for the Siezenheim/Saalach catchment (1118 km²) at different lead times. Top panels show precipitation over moving windows of 6h, plotted at the end of that window (blue lines: observed, purple lines with points: forecasted precipitation). Bottom panels show runoff (blue lines: observed, red lines with points: forecasted runoff). The flood peak of 1100 m³/s was a 100 year flood at Siezenheim.

lead time of 12 hours have a larger timing error, however, the flood peak is only slightly overestimated. There is some compensation between the effects of underestimated precipitation and slightly overestimated runoff generation.

Panels (c) show the forecasts for a lead time of 24 hours. The precipitation forecasts again have a slightly larger time lag compared to the 12 hour forecasts, and the precipitation forecasts underestimate the observed precipitation by 20 mm/6 hrs. This time lag and underestimation is reflected in the hydrological forecasts. Interestingly, for a lead time of 48 hours (panels (d)), the timing error is smaller although the forecasted precipitation is, again, significantly underestimated. The hydrological forecasts do match the observations rather well, in particular they have been correct in giving an early indication of the imminence of an extreme flood.

The results for Siezenheim are typical for the catchments with the highest precipitation intensities in the Upper Danube basin. In those catchments where intensities were lower, the deviations between the forecasts and the observations were smaller.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have reported on experiences with developing and operating the real time flood forecasting system in the Upper Danube basin. We have used the dominant processes concept in order to account for different processes that can lead to floods in the Upper Danube basin in Austria. A data assimilation scheme (Ensemble Kalman Filter) is used to increase the reliability of the forecasts.

The model is run on an hourly time step and the maximum forecast lead time is 48 hours. An analysis of the model performance suggests that the accuracy of the hydrological model forecasts increases with catchment area and decreases with forecast lead time. The latter finding is related to the uncertainty in the precipitation forecasts, as their importance increases with the lead time. The snow simulations were compared with MODIS satellite snow data indicating that 88% of the snow cover in the basin is modelled correctly on more than 80% of the days. Ensembles of precipitation are used to calculate ensembles of runoff forecast. The analysis shows that the ensemble spread is a meaningful indicator of the forecast uncertainty.
The model has been in operational use since 2006. In June 2013, one of the biggest floods in the last two centuries occurred in the Upper Danube basin. The analysis of the performance of the model for this event is therefore a fully independent test of its forecast accuracy and its ability to extrapolate to events that are much larger than those in the calibration data set. The analysis suggests that, in many catchments, the model predicted runoff reliably, however, in some catchments the model overestimated runoff. This was partly related to the parameters of the hydrological model and partly to a slight overestimation of the initial soil moisture. It is noted that extrapolation to large events is always a challenge in hydrology. There is therefore an important role for the human forecasters in interpreting the model results and, if needed, adjusting them before issuing the forecasts to the general public.
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